ÉLÉMENTAIRE
CHAIR
Care Guide
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ÉL ÉM EN TA I R E

With Élémentaire, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec
set out to create a chair that is both aesthetically
and physically balanced. A mélange of years of
work and experience, Élémentaire uses the latest
technology to create a chair that is robust enough
to be a long-lasting object while still appearing
delicate. Precise proportions and a clear proﬁle
give
Élémentaire a charm that allows it to stand out
on its own or look strong in a group. Designed for
everyday life, Élémentaire fulﬁls basic needs in a
balance of beauty and strength.
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CAUTION

With a little care you can prolong
the life of your furniture. Follow
the instructions for the materials
of your specific product to make
sure that it stays in the best shape
for as long as possible.*
− When you move your furniture, make sure you
lift it rather than pulling or pushing it to avoid
damaging the ﬂoor.
− Avoid improper use such as sitting on the back
or armrests, tilting the seats on their back legs,
putting your feet on the furniture or standing on
it.

*The information below is only intended as a general guideline. For
more information on how to remove speciﬁ c stains, please enquire
where you bought the furniture.
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− Be careful not to scratch or damage the surface
with sharp objects.
− Partially covering the surface with cushions,
skins, etc. may cause colour variances in the
exposed areas.
− Check the status of the gliders frequently and
if worn down, contact your local retailer to buy
replacements. The durability of the gliders will
depend on the surface the chair is placed on.
Outdoor
Wipe oﬀ the furniture if it is dirty or wet after rain or
snowfall as this will damage the surface over time.
Please note the surface/colour may fade if placed
in direct sunlight all year round.
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CA R E GUIDE

Plastic / polypropylene
Wipe with a clean cloth wrung in water or in a
solution of water and a neutral detergent. Remove
soap residue immediately using a clean, dry cloth.
Avoid using scouring cream or scouring pads, as
they may scratch the surface. Do not use cleaning
products containing alcohol, as they may damage
the surface.
Storage
The life expectancy of your furniture will vary
depending on the weather and type of use. We
recommend that you store it in a dry, ventilated
place during winter and keep it protected from
scratches and bumps.
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